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Large/Small Group Guide

How It Works
As children arrive, parents take them to their designated small-group area, where they 

are greeted by their small-group leader. Small-group leaders welcome the children, take 
attendance, and dive in to the warm-up activity. These activities help introduce the Bible 
point for the day and prepare the children for what they will see and hear during the large-
group presentation. Activities range from question-and-answer discussions to simple games. 
This	lasts	for	15–20	minutes.	When	small-group	leaders	and	children	hear	the	music	start	
playing, that is their signal to wrap up their activity and discussion and move to the front of 
the room for large-group time. 

Large-group time begins with a song or two (this allows groups that have not complet-
ed	their	activity	to	finish	up),	and	then	the	Bible	lesson	is	presented	by	the	large-group	team	
using videos, puppets, skits, and object lessons. The media used varies from week to week, 
but consistent song leaders and story presenters help establish continuity in routine and 
expectation for the children.

Small-group leaders guide their children to the large-group area and provide any 
needed assistance. After the large-group presentation, children return with their leaders to 
their small-group area for lesson application. This small-group time is extremely valuable for 
small-group leaders to ensure the children understood the Bible story, the Bible point of the 
week, and the application that it can have to their lives. This time may include a craft, an 
activity, or even a snack that helps to reinforce the lesson. 

At the end of the Sunday School hour, parents come back to meet their children and 
sign them out with the small-group leader. 

The Team
Small-group leaders are the primary caregivers for children. They are responsible for a 

small group of eight to ten children. Upon arriving, the leaders gather supplies, greet par-
ents and children, lead opening activities and questions, take children to and from the large-
group event, and lead their small group in the closing activity. Since preparation is minimal, 
teachers are encouraged to focus their energy on the relationship aspects within the small 
group.

The large-group presentation team includes an emcee, actors and actresses, puppe-
teers, and song leaders. We have had fantastic results involving high school students in this 
part of the program. They enjoy the responsibility and the opportunity to ham it up in front 
of the children. Our group meets monthly to plan out the coming month. An “expert teacher” 
who is energetic, experienced with crowd control, creative, and loves kids is an ideal candi-
date for the role of emcee and group leader. 

Forming Small Groups
Our groups are grade specific, which allows small-group leaders to gear their discus-

sions to the reading and learning levels of the children. The ideal is to have small groups 
of eight to ten children on a given Sunday. When groups are formed at the beginning of the 
year, we assign fifteen to eighteen children to each group, understanding that children will 
likely not attend every week. At our larger campus, we have multiple groups for each grade 
level.	These	groups	are	designated	by	grade	and	color:	2nd	red,	2nd	blue,	4th	yellow,	1st	
green, and so forth.
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How	do	we	decide	who	goes	in	which	small	group?	We	have	a	Rally	Day	celebration	
prior to the first week of class where students register for their grade level. Our leaders 
meet during the following week to divide the children into groups, being sure to be sensitive 
to small-group leader requests and student needs of which they are aware. When students 
come back for the first week of classes, their groups are posted on the doors and in the 
large-group space. Greeters and large-group leaders help students find their group and meet 
their small-group leader on the first Sunday. 

The Right Curriculum for the Right Students
Students	in	the	lower	grades	(first	through	fourth)	are	hearing	and	learning	the	same	

lesson each week in the same space. Small-group leaders focus on relationships and faith 
conversation to aid children in applying the story to their own lives and seeing how the 
Gospel works in their lives. Because our small groups are grade specific, the small-group 
leaders can speak with their groups in an age-appropriate way. 

Our	older	elementary	students	(grades	five	and	six)	meet	separately.	They	use	the	
small-group/large-group	model,	but	with	one	minor	difference:	their	large-group	time	is	not	
led by a separate team. Instead, the various small groups participate in leading the large-
group time. The group assigned to that week may prepare during the initial twenty minutes 
of small-group time, then participate in large-group time, and finally return to their small 
group at the end for application and processing just as in the younger grades. 

Younger	children,	in	preschool	and	kindergarten,	do	not	participate	in	the	small-group/
large-group model. Instead, they meet in self-contained classrooms to ensure comfort in a 
routine, limiting the confusion of changing locations or teachers. 

What We Love about This Model
Our leaders have exhibited change in their understanding of the teaching task. They 

have	realized	their	primary	task	is	not	to	simply	read	sentences	from	a	book	or	lead	craft	
activities, but to form relationships with children and help them understand and apply the 
God’s Word to their lives. Because the primary Bible teaching task is handled by the large-
group team, small-group leaders are allowed to keep their focus on those relationships, thus 
making greater connections. This focus on relationships has made it easier to bring in young 
and inexperienced teachers and high school assistants to serve as small-group leaders. Some 
of the young teachers and assistants have received rave reviews by both parents and kids 
alike for showing it can be “cool to be Christian.” 

The large-group presentation component has provided an excellent venue to model 
various teaching methods. One of the decisions we made was to make sure we had the right 
people in place as the large-group presentation leaders. We took our most animated, active, 
creative teachers and put them in the emcee roles. This has made a huge difference in the 
way kids engage with the lessons. It has also opened the eyes of teachers to new ways of 
communicating God’s Word.

This article by DCE Leah Abel originally appeared in Rotation Basics: A Practical 
Guide for Sunday School and VBS from Concordia Publishing House.




